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President‟s Message

Siddharth Agrawal
President
TiE Rajasthan

Technology is emerging as the biggest game changer for economies around
the globe. It has significantly transformed the way the consumers behave,
the businesses are conducted and the governments function. Technological
innovations are at the centre of almost each immense and exciting
transformation. Consumers are becoming more technology savvy and thus
more informed. They constantly look out for better products and services.
Consumer to consumer, consumer to customer care communication is
becoming lightning fast and this has left ample space for the new entrants to
exploit the finer weaknesses of the established players. Established and large
scale industries are also being challenged by emerging and competitors who
are small but technologically advanced and poised to take over soon.

They are aspiring to climb the success ladder at a speed never realised before. The only way to do
this is by becoming more and more innovative. Technology, thus is emerging as not only a game
changer but also as a game leveler. This gives entrepreneurs an opportunity to come up with
innovative solutions to the problems. Ideas to cut cost, to increase margins, to provide better
value proposition to the customers, to provide better health, ease of doing anything are the
fastest growing things on the earth today.
At TiE, our utmost effort is always to foster technologies which are going to disrupt traditional
methods. But we are also to help the traditional businesses who want to educate themselves on
being innovative and understand the newer ways of doing business.
We have an excellent pool of members from diversified industrial sectors and varied experiences.
One of the important agenda points for the coming months would be to strengthen peer to peer
learning and knowledge sharing by harvesting this pool.
With this, I welcome all my fellow TiE members in year 2018 and wish you all a highly productive
and progressive year ahead.
Best wishes,
Siddharth

Welcome New Members
Charter Member
Viresh Marda
Director
Marda Estates (P) Ltd.

Associate Members
Anirudh Kala
Director
Celebal Technologies
Pvt. Ltd.

Mohit Naheta
Director
Bari Jewels LLP
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Startup Origin Members
Atal Khandelwal
Founder
Brickart.in

Javed Iqbal
CEO
Material Tiger
Technologies

Ayush Maheshwari
Managing Partner
Twidllr Infosystems

Arpit Gupta
CEO
Udhar Bazar

Kushagra Juneja
Managing Partner
Twidllr Infosystems

Ravi Virwani
COO
Udhar Bazar

Activity Roundup
Smash Up 2017
With the objective to help disruptive technologies to emerge up,
innovators to shine and entrepreneurs to get linked with investors TiE
Rajasthan organised 3rd edition of Smash Up on 3 - 4 Nov 2017 at Jaipur.
The program saw participation of handpicked investors, marquee
speakers, select startups, enthusiastic entrepreneurs and promising
students. The total participation crossed the figure of 200.
Rehan Yar Khan
Managing Partner
Orios Venture Partners &
Keynote - Smash Up‟ 17

Our flagship initiative „Smash Up‟ has grown up in its third year. Smash
Up featured Keynote Address, Speed Dating, Startup Story Sessions,
Mentoring Camp, Investor Talks, Pitching and Awards, Open Pitches
while providing ample space for networking during two days of program.

TiENxt, the new initiative and a unique membership of TiE Rajasthan
aimed at engagement of the next generation of entrepreneurs
(children of TiE members or their referrals) to further deep root
seeds of entrepreneurship commenced at beginning of this quarter.
28 members have been actively participating at the programs, industrial visits, entrepreneurial talks
of TiENxt. The program has received good feedback of members, TiE Global and other chapters.
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Breakfast Session with Mr. Prithvi Haldea
Founder Chairman - PRIME Database, 28 Oct

Community Meet on Blockchain with
Dr. Adiya Dev Sood, Founder - CKS, 24 Nov

Prithvi Haldea is an authority in historical
corporate data of 3 decades and is a regular
personality of business media. During the
interaction he shared his rich experience with
members and also advised the precautions an
investor must take while making an investment
decision.

TiE Rajasthan partnered with Startup Tunnel for
orgaising a Blockchain focused session. The event
was kickstarted with the session on introduction
of Startereum Acceleration program, followed
by a deep dive into understanding the revolutionary potential of Blockchain and Bitcoin. It was
preceded by a rapid startup pitching.

Blockchain Masterclass with NASSCOM
By Rajesh Dhuddu, SVP, Quatrro, 14 Dec

TiE Member Mixer & Networking Dinner
26 Dec

The session was designed to provide an introduction to block chain technology, its history
and potential. Participants learned how the underlying technology of Blockchain has evolved
over the last few years into a tool that will
change how we share value over the internet.

A networking dinner with an update of TiE
activities during the year 2017 and upcoming
initiatives. New members introduced themselves. The session also facilitated networking
between new members and veterans. Good
exchange of ideas could took place.

Rajasthan DigiFest
Udaipur, 2 – 3 Dec

Leadership Talk
15 Oct

TiE Rajasthan leadership participated at
Rajasthan Digifest Udaipur as speaker and
investors. Siddharth Agrawal, Mahavir Sharma
and Dr. Ajay Data represented TiE at the event.

TiE Executive Council Members and Charter
Members in a candid talk with Mr. Ajit Singh,
Director General of Police, Rajasthan.
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Awards & New Ventures
Our startup member Sharad Bansal, Cofounder
& CEO, SRJNA has been conferred Silver Card
by Hon'ble Chief Minister Smt. Vasundhara Raje
& Mr. Mohandas Pai, Chairman, Manipal Global
for being among top rated startup in QRATE
mechanism of Dept. of IT, Govt. of Rajasthan.
Gravita India Ltd. inaugurates new unit at
Chittoor (Andhra Pradesh)
A new unit of Gravita India Ltd. of TiE Charter Member Rajat Agrawal
has been inaugurated in Chittoor in this quarter. This would strengthen
Gravita‟s presence in Southern India and South East Asia.

Member Diaries
Our Charter Member Aditya Sanghi shares his experience of attending AWS conference at US.
‘AWS re:invent continues to raise the bar of tech events at scale.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) held its primary developer event “re:Invent” recently. The 7th
edition of this marquee tech conference took place in the last week of November in Las Vegas.
Attended by over 40 thousand people, spread over 7 hotels, 5 days and 1500 sessions, I can safely
attest no one could have done it all. Dividing the Vegas strip into North and South campuses, the
premier event had workshops, keynotes, networking events, tech sessions, labs, certifications and
socials packed the whole week. As a CTO, it is now marked in my calendar as a MUST attend
event of the year. AWS CEO Andy Jassy‟s keynote delivered all the big new releases while the
crowd was abuzz with oooh and aaahs. With over 70 launches, AWS continues its dominance in
the cloud infrastructure domain.
AWS CTO Werner Vogels delivered the bigger stadium-sized keynote and is in some respects an
industry-defining one. AWS is betting big on Voice based interfaces backed by serious AI. It also
sees “Internet of Things” taking off a much bigger way. There was a mini-presentation by Mati
Kochavi on how much IoT and AI are making a change in how modern sport is captured, presented
and measured. They got two UFC fighters on for a staged fight to display how much data is being
collected, processed and presented live. The fight mat, the gloves, camera above, signals from
fighters, referee, cornermen, fans, and family all IoT connected, contribute to a processor called
“World” that uses historical deep learning to present a match state unlike any you‟ve witnessed
before. Dr. Walter Scott, CTO at DigitalGlobe opened my eyes to the massive enterprise taken on
by his company. DigitalGlobe generates 80 Terabytes of “selfies” of the planet each day, let that
sink in for a moment. All that data is streamed straight into AWS and is processed by Machine
Learning to provide us with actionable intelligence and quick response to relevant earth events.
With massive learning, fun, networking and a cartload of free T-shirts, SWAG later, I am still in
awe of this Vegas sized event.‟

Upcoming Activities
- Digital Marketing Demystified – 12 Jan, Jaipur
- TiENxt Entrepreneurial Talk - 13 Jan, Jaipur
- TiE Global Summit, 21 – 22 Feb, Mumbai
- TiE Global Prague Retreat 2018, 29 June – 2 July

Annual Sponsor

Have Feedback / Suggestion / Enquiry ? Write to :
Executive Director
C-97, Janpath, Lalkothi Scheme, Jaipur (Rajasthan) - 302015
E: ed@tierajasthan.org l O: +91 141 5104465 l W: www.rajasthan.tie.org / www.tie.org
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